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Abstract---In this paper, we thoroughly investigate the
performance of quasi-optical NbN phonon-cooled
superconducting hot-electron bolometer (HEB) mixers,
cryogenically cooled by a close-cycled 4-K refrigerator at 500
GI-1z and 850 GHz. The uncorrected lowest receiver noise
temperatures measured are 800 K at 500 CHz without
anti-reflection coating, and 1000 K @ 850 GHz with a 50 11M
thick Mylar anti-reflection coating. The dependence of receiver
noise temperature on the critical current and bath temperature
of HEB mixer is also investigated here. Lifetime of quasi-optical
superconducting NbN HEB mixers of different volumes, room
temperature resistances, and critical temperatures are
thoroughly studied. Increased room temperature resistance with
time over the initial resistance changes between 1 and 1.2, and
the reduced critical current with time over the initial value
fluctuates slightly around 0.7 for most HEB mixers even of
different volumes, room temperature resistances, and critical
temperatures. The critical current degrades sharply vvhile room
temperature resistance varies over 1.25.

Index Terms—Superconducting HEB mixer, noise
temperature, anti-reflection coating, bath temperature, critical
current, lifetime, room temperature resistance.

I. INTRODUCTION

I
n recent decades, phonon-cooled superconducting hot
electron bolometer (HEB) mixers have developed as the

most sensitive heterodyne detector in the THz region. The
double sideband (DSB) receiver noise temperature of
phonon-cooled NbN superconducting HEB mixers has
approached eight times the quantum limit (817v1k) [1] and the
required LO power is only tens of nanowatts.

To develop this heterodyne receiver technology for real
astronomical and atmospheric observations, which usually
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require long-period operation, we have concentrated on the
performance characterization of phonon-cooled NbN
superconducting HEB mixers with a close-cycled 4 K
refrigerator. It has been indeed demonstrated that although
being with an ultra-thin NbN film (-3.5 nm), phonon-cooled
NbN superconducting HEB mixers can survive the mechanical
vibration and temperature fluctuation of 4-K close-cycled
cryocoolers (GM two-stage type) [2]. In this paper, we
measure the receiver noise performance of quasi-optical NbN
superconducting HEB mixers at 500 GHz and 850 GI-1z with
an anti-reflection coating. The dependence of receiver noise
temperature on the critical current and bath temperature is also
investigated. To obtain reliable operation of superconducting
NbN HEB mixer with 4-K close-cycled refrigerator, it is also
crucial to investigate the lifetime of NbN HEB mixers. The
reduction of critical current with time as a function of the
increase of room temperature resistance is demonstrated for
different HEB mixers.

II. MEASUREMENT SETUP

The measured quasi-optical NbN superconducting HEB
mixer chip was fabricated in Moscow State Pedagogical
University (MSPU), as shown in Fig. I. The ultra-thin (3.5 mn)
NbN superconducting film bridge is contacted to the spiral
antenna by the two sides contact pads. The RF and LO signals
are coupled to the ultra-thin NbN superconducting film bridge
through the log - spiral antenna, where mixing happens.

An IR filter made of two layers of Zitex A155 [3] on the
40-K shield of the 4-K cryostat is used to block the IR thermal
radiation into HEB mixer. The quasi-optical NbN
superconducting HEB mixer chip was glued onto the flat
surface of a hyper-hemispherical silicon lens of a diameter of
12 mm, which was adopted to focus the RF and LO signals to
the log-spiral antenna. The hyper-hemispherical silicon lens
with the superconducting HEB mixer chip was then put into a
copper mixer block, which includes a 50-Q coplanar
waveguide transmission line with one port connected to the
HEB mixer chip (via silver paste) and the other to the IF and
DC output port. To further reduce IR thermal radiation into the
superconducting HEB mixer, we used a copper shield to cover
the whole mixer block. The shield indeed had a window of 25
mm diameter covered with a layer of Zitex G104 for RF and
LO signal coupling. The whole mixer block and the 4-K shield
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were both mounted on the 4-K cold plate of the close-cycled
cryostat.
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Fig. I Photograph of the rneasured quasi-optical NbN superconducting HEB
mixer chip. The HEB device consists of the NbN microbridge and two contact
pads in either side. Au spiral antenna is deposited in the outer layer.

We used the conventional Y-factor method to measure the
noise performance of the quasi-optical NbN superconducting
HEB mixer. The schematic of measurement setup is displayed
in Fig. 2. A beam splitter made of a 15-tim thick Mylar film [4]
was employed to couple the RF and LO signals into the
vacuum window (15-m thick Mylar film) of the 4-K cryostat.
The RF signal was from a chopper, indeed a 295-K and 77-K
blackbody. The 500- and 850-GHz LO source was provided by
a BWO (backward wave oscillator). The IF output signal of the
quasi-optical superconducting HEB mixer went through a
bias-tee, a 0.8-2 GHz cooled HEMT low noise amplifier (of
36-dB gain) and a room-temperature amplifier (of 45-dB gain),
a bandpass filter (1.5+0.055 GHz), and was finally measured
by a square-law detector of a sensitivity of 1 mV/IAW.
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Fig. 2 Schematic of the receiver noise temperature measurement setup.

Ill. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. Receiver noise temperature measurement at 500 and
850 GHz

We measured the receiver DSI3 noise temperature at 500
and 850 GHz, The uncorrected lowest receiver noise
temperature measured at 500 GHz is 800 K without an
anti-reflection coating, as shown in Fig. 3. The optimum
operating point is located in V bias=1MV, Ibi55=341AA.

In order to further reduce the receiver noise temperature, we
cover a Mylar anti-reflection coating on the surface of
hemispherical Si lens to decrease the impedance mismatching
between Si lens and free space. The optimum thickness of

Mylar film ( c Atyi, s, ) was chosen as 50 fAm at 850 GHz.

Fig. 4 shows the receiver noise temperature for different LO
pumping levels and de biases at 850 GHz. The lowest receiver
noise temperature was measured 1000 K @ 850 (l Ii. The
receiver noise temperature is reduced by 30% compared that
without anti-reflection coating.
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Fig. 3 Receiver noise temperature measured is 800 K at 500 GHz without an
anti-reflection coating.

Fig. 4 Receiver noise temperature was measured for different LO pumping
levels and dc biases at 850 GHz with a 50-tom thick Mylar film as
anti-reflection coating. The lowest receiver noise temperature measured was
1000 K at 850 GHz.
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B. Receiver noise temperature vs. critical current and
bath temperature

Dependence of the receiver noise temperature on critical
current and bath temperature was also investigated at 500 GHz.
The HEB mixer has a width of 2.4 pm, length of 0.2 gm, and
critical temperature of 9.4 K. Fig. 5 shows the IV curves and
measured receiver noise temperatures for different critical
currents. Note that the Si hemispherical lens wasn't covered
by an anti reflection coating. It is clearly that the receiver
noise temperature deteriorates with the reduction of critical
current. The HEB mixer temperature at different critical
currents can be estimated from the following equation [5]

4 O*5

J(T) =.I (0)*

Its validity has been successfully checked. Fig. 6 exhibits
the receiver noise temperature and mixer critical cun-ent
change with HEB mixer bath temperature. Below bath
temperature of 5.6 K, the receiver noise temperature change
very slowly. However, while the bath temperature increases
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Fig. 5 IV curves and measured receiver noise temperature for different critical
currents at 500 GHz without an anti-reflection coating.

Fig. 6 Mixer critical current and receiver noise temperature measured at 500
GHz as a function of mixer bath temperature. The HEB device has width=2A

length=0.2 [km, Tc=9.4 K. circle symbol is obtained from equation (1).

beyond 5.6 K. the receiver noise temperature deteriorates
sharply. 'We also measured another HEB device, which shows
similar variation rule. The lowest FIEB mixer temperature (i.e.,
5.2 K) is 1 K larger than liquid helium temperature 4.2 K due
to the bad thermal conductance between the mixer block and
cold plate of the 4-K cryostat.

C. Lifetime of superconducting 11E13 mixer

Lifetime of NbN HEB mixers have been investigated by M.
Hajenius etc. [6], which indicates the standard HEB devices
without passivation layer have a 15% increase in room
temperature resistance and a 30% reduction in critical current
about half a year after fabrication. We measured the variation
of mixer room temperature resistance vs. that of critical
current at an interval for these standard NbN HEB devices
deposited in Si substrate of different volumes, room
temperature resistance, and critical temperatures, as shown in
Fig. 7. The room temperature resistance and critical current
were measured, respectively in 10 days and 500 days after
fabrication. The variation of room temperature resistance
(characterized by R300K, 500 clays / R300K, 10 clays) changes mainly
from 1 to 1.2, and critical current fluctuates slightly around 0.7
(defined by lc, 500 j l.10 (iays) for most HE13 devices even of
different volumes, room temperature resistances, and critical
temperatures. Furthermore, the critical current deteriorates
strongly with the room temperature resistance changes beyond
1.25.

1 4

Fig. 7 Variation of critical current vs. room temperature resistance for
different HEB devices at an interval, indicated in 10 and 500 days after
fabrication. For most HEB devices of different volumes, room temperature
resistance, and critical temperatures, the increased room temperature
resistance over initial resistance varies from 1 to 1.2 and the reduced critical
current over initial one fluctuates slightly around 0.7. The critical current
deteriorates sharply with the further increment of normal resistance beyond
1.25.

Iv. CONCLUSION

We have thoroughly investigated the receiver DSB noise
temperature of quasi-optical phonon-cooled NbN
superconducting HEB mixer, which is cooled by a 4-K
close-cycled refrigerator. The measured lowest receiver DSB
noise temperatures are 800 K at 500 GHz without
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anti-reflection coating and 1000 K at 850 GHz with a 50-pm
thick Mylar anti reflection coating. The receiver noise
temperature changes inversely with the critical current, and the
receiver DSB noise temperature is found to deteriorate
strongly beyond bath temperature of 5.6 K. Increased room
temperature resistance over initial resistance varies from 1 to
1.2 for most HEB devices of different volumes, room
temperature resistances, and critical temperatures, and the
reduced critical current over initial one fluctuates slightly
around 0.7. While the room temperature resistance varies
beyond 1.25, critical current deteriorates strongly.
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